Minimum wage under fire

Bill would include tips in servers' wages

By CHANDRA J. SMITH
Staff Reporter

State lawmakers have minimum wage reform on the menu for the restaurant industry, but local servers don't think House Bill 2838 would taste very good if it becomes law.

State law currently defines a wage as money paid for work done as part of employment, and any employee age 18 and over must be paid no less than minimum wage. As of Jan. 1, Washington's minimum wage rose to $7.63 hourly, the highest in the nation.

The state minimum wage is indexed, which means it rises each year with the cost of living. HB 2838 aims to change the law slightly for tipped employees with the concept of tip credit.

This concept means that anyone who receives tips would report the money as credit toward the wage the employer pays. But the servers want to keep all of the tips they earn, not treating them as a portion of wages.

The bill also goes on to propose that the minimum wage of tipped employees should stay where it is now at $7.63. If a tipped employee is not procuring enough tips in the last 30 days to add up to minimum wage plus the cost of living, their employer would have to pay the employee the difference.

This also means that employers, such as restaurant servers who are depending on tips as a main part of their income could be paid less than minimum wage once the state minimum wage rises again.

Dan Watson, a Highline student who has been working toward transferring to a four-year university, is employed at Gamestop for minimum wage.

He thinks the bill is targeting "high schoolers, migrant workers, or people who don't know any better to create a huge, ever-widening gap between social classes. There needs to be this gap. There needs to be janitors. That's how the world needs to work."

According to the bill's sponsor State Rep. Brian Sullivan, D-Mukilteo, this is about restaurant owners wanting to survive, not about targeting the single parents and college students who typically make up a restaurant's staff. He said it's about servers making too much money in tips while the restaurant industry in on the decline.

Sullivan has seen this firsthand when he owned and managed Riley's Pizza and Brewhouse in Mukilteo from 1990-2004, and he managed an Ally's Pizza before that.

"I was putting in 80 hours a week. But then I see a waitress making more than me," he said.

But Sullivan still recognizes that tips are necessary.

"Restaurant servers are hard-working people, and their primary income really does come from tips," Sullivan said.

While he admits to helping a few servers who couldn't make their own rent when he owned the restaurant, Sullivan says that servers who would not make tips at all.

Anton said the average server reports $12.31 an hour in tips in addition to minimum wage. The Washington Restaurant Association gained this information by checking 500 operations who report to the IRS. He explained that if a server waits on four tables an hour for just four hours, and each table leaves a $4 tip, that server has potential.

See Wage, page 16

Budget bill increases student loan rates

By MICHELLE ERICKSEN
Staff Reporter

Student loans face the largest cut ever in the history of American politics.

A massive blow was dealt to student loans when the United States House of Representatives voted for its largest ever.

By a 216 to 214 vote, $12 billion dollars were cut from student loans in a new budget bill approved by the U.S. House of Representatives on Feb. 1.

Democrats voted against it, while Republicans largely voted for it.

- The bill cuts include approximately $12 billion by increasing parent loan interest rate from 7.9 percent to 8.5 percent.

The budget measure provides some new money for some students. The bill appropriates $3.7 billion for students majoring in math, science and foreign language.

The bill also retains a 6.8 percent cap on student interest rates, which will protect students as interest rates continue to rise.

More than 109,000 students in the state of Washington are currently using student loans.

It takes $12 billion out of the program and uses students and parents as revenue raisers, said Luke Swartout, PIRG spokesman.

The bill, which was passed by the Senate last December, is now going through conference report. It then has to be voted on by the House and the Senate again before it goes up to the President.

"We are sort of waiting for the 'dust to settle' on this to really gauge the impact," said Highline's Director of the Financial Aid Office Steve Seeman. "The impact of the cuts will likely be

See Bill, page 16
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Males admonished for vandalizing

Two young males were banned from the Library for a year. On Feb. 2, a 16-year-old, and a 14-year-old boy were given admonishment papers for vandalizing and defacing in the library.

Student suffers from sprain

A student was injured in an aerobics class. Monday, Feb. 6 after she stepped on the side of an aerobics board and fell. She suffered a minor sprain and required no medical attention.

Leaf blower stolen from trailer

An unknown person stole a gas power leaf blower. The leaf blower was stolen from the grounds crew trailer while it was parked in the East Lot on Tuesday, Feb. 7 at around 3:00 a.m.

Gas less- van stops traffic in east lot

A Cherry van ran out of gas at the entrance to East Lot on Feb. 3 at 10:30 a.m. Traffic was rerouted to the outgoing side. The vehicle was moved at 10:45 a.m.

Lost property

A chemistry book was reported missing on Feb. 3 at 6:30 p.m.
A Motorola cell phone with a silver and black case was reported missing on Feb. 3 at 6:45 p.m.
A folder with paper as it was last in Building 5 room 103.
A green tissue pencil bag was lost in the upper level of Building 8.
A black battery with two power cords was reported lost on Feb. 7 at 8:10 p.m.
Some CDs were lost in Building 27 on Feb. 7.
A black wallet with a bank card in it was reported lost on Feb. 7 at 9:30 p.m.
A black leather jacket was reported missing by a faculty member on Feb. 7 at 7:28 p.m.

Compiled by M. Maras

Rats are man's new best friend

By Michaela Paffen Staff Reporter

Many people see rats as vermin and test subjects of laboratories, but Tarisa Matsumoto-Maxfield, a writing instructor here at Highline, thinks otherwise.

At the Science Seminar held last week on Feb. 3, Matsumoto-Maxfield presented her view that rats have much in common with humans.

Matsumoto-Maxfield brought the three rats that live with her to the seminar, and she introduced Frank to the group. Frank was seen playing around on her owner's shoulder and crawling through her hair and

Test your table tennis skills

The table tennis club is holding a tournament for anyone who is interested.

Students, staff, and faculty are all invited. Only the first 48 people to sign up will get to participate.

This will be held from Friday, Feb. 17 to Saturday, Feb. 18 in the Recreation Center of the Highline Student Union.

Registration begins at 10 a.m. on Feb. 17.

Math Center opens today

Not sure what math class to take? Stop by the Math Resource Center to get questions answered. Entry codes may be available to student with transcripts.

Advising will take place today in Building 26, room 319. This advising session will only be available today.

Students can use the Math Center's study spaces which have tables and white boards available. Many resources are available including current textbooks and student solution manuals for all courses, videos and DVDs that accompany current textbooks, other textbooks that can be used as references and practice problems, and computer tutors for current textbooks.

Computers can also be used to work on math and science related projects. Information on science related scholarships will also be available.

The Math Center's Winter Quarter hours are Monday-Thursday from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and Friday from 9 a.m.-noon.

The Math Center is located in Building 26, room 319.

All students enrolled at Highline have access to the resources.

For more information call 206-878-3710, ext. 4343.

Delve deeper into Waodani

Campus Crusade for Christ will be hosting a follow up discussion on the films Beyond the Gates of Splendor and End of the Spear.

Two weeks ago Campus Crusade for Christ invited students to watch the movie. These films were about the Waodani tribe in the Amazon Basin of Ecuador, and the five families that contacted and lived with them.

The follow up discussion will be held Thursday, Feb. 9, from 12:1 p.m. in the Mt. Skookumish Room on the first floor of the Highline Student Union.

Blend blogs and daily life

This week's Science Seminar will be Emerging Web Technologies.

Marc Lentin will go over the latest web technologies, such as social networking, podcasting, and blogs.

Lentin will further explain how they are used for business, education, and daily life.

This will be held on Friday, Feb. 10, from 2:20-3:10 p.m. in Building 3, room 102.

Jostens jostles juniors for jewelry

Highline will be overrun by screaming high school kids once again on Friday with the much-awaited return of the 8th annual Jostens Leadership Conference. Approximately 1,600 little darlings from the area invading the Pavilion to show uncontrollably over the prospect of graduation and jewelry.

This inescapable day of excitement will run from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., featuring guest speakers, lunch, various "spirit" competitions, awards, and more.

It is a great event and we would appreciate your help in directing any local high school students down to the Pavilion," said Jason Presnow, director of Outreach Services.

Corrections

Kristen Jones was missidenti- fied as Denay Boswell in a photo last week in the sports section.

In a story in last week's Thun- derword, an article said the choir had gone to China, which is not true. The jazz band has gone to China.

The Ben Thomas Group will be performing with the choir in spring, however the college jazz band will not.

The Director's Master Class is part of the Winter Quarter concert entitled, "Broadway," not a separate class beginning this week.

The Thunderword corrects all mistakes; send your picks to tword@highline.edu.
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A green tissue pencil bag was lost in the upper level of Building 8.
A black battery with two power cords was reported lost on Feb. 7 at 8:10 p.m.
Some CDs were lost in Building 27 on Feb. 7.
A black wallet with a bank card in it was reported lost on Feb. 7 at 9:30 p.m.
A black leather jacket was reported missing by a faculty member on Feb. 7 at 7:28 p.m.
Unconventional literature

Classes look at video games, graphic stories for interest

BY ROBERT FITZGERALD

Highline is offering college credit for reading comic books and playing video games.

Literature 220, Popular Literature — offers classes featuring the graphic novel this quarter, and literature in video games this spring.

Tartis Matsumoto-Maxfield is teaching the graphic novel class and says students are responsive so far.

"Jeff Benner, who is currently taking the course, would agree. "It's a very engaged class. People talk a lot more often than usual — they have a lot to say."

Benner suggests the course is thriving because of its student-centered nature. "She let's us develop ideas on our own," he said.

"Some of the students didn't know what it was to begin with, though, Matsumoto-Maxfield said.

Even Benner admits he considered dropping when he first discovered just what "Lit 220 was. "It seemed like I wouldn't look as good on a transcript."

Eventually, Benner came around. "I was really surprised — I was interested. The medium is really exciting."

"The class isn't as focused on the theory of literature. Matsumoto-Maxfield said, but on the meaning behind the books."

"A lot of graphic novels are written to provoke thought," she said. "They have the ability to be more open."

Students will have to prove their understanding of those thoughts in order to pass the class, however.

Tasks for the course include a journal, essay, book review, and group project.

The amount of work isn't a deterrent for current students, though.

"The class's success is a result of the course's focus. It's a medium that students are familiar with and interested in," Benner said.

Student-oriented material is also the core element of the next quarter's popular literature class.

Highline alum uses education to help out his country

BY MICHELLE ERIKSEN

Highline, Kabul

Farid Karzai finished his education and moved on to bigger and better things.

More than 50 students, staff and faculty turned up to listen to a speech given by Karzai, now a senior adviser to the Afghanistain Minister of Communication.

Karzai's family immigrated to the United States from Afghanistan in March 1993.

"I remember exactly the plane landed at 2:36 a.m.," Karzai said.

He has three brothers and two sisters. His brother Ehsan Karzai graduated from Highline in 2001.

Education was one of the reasons for the move, said Karzai.

He had already completed high school in Afghanistan, and started off at Highline as an ESL (English as a second language) student.

He completed his associate of arts degree with a concentration in political science in 2002. He went on to Seattle University and graduated with a bachelor's degree in International Studies with a sub-major in political science in the 2004-05 school year.

Karzai is fluent in five languages: English, Pashto, Farsi, Urdu, and Russian. He is currently taking classes in elementary French.

"Education is the proven method that will help you realize your dreams," Karzai said.

Karzai wanted to use his knowledge in education to the benefit of Afghanistan.

He went to work for the government last year after finishing his degree. The man who is now president of Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai, is his cousin.

"I've had the taste of power, and the sense of people's despair," said Karzai.

Karzai, Afghanistan has a stormy history, most recently recovering from a decade of Soviet occupation followed by civil war and the oppression of the Taliban movement.

"The country is far better off than anyone in the past 23 years," said Karzai. "The Taliban will not hide that the country has independent," Karzai said.

All across Afghanistan million of boys and girls are in school, women in some cases have gained and in some cases regained their role in Afghan society, said Karzai.

"The power of the individual vote is still new to the country, Karzai said.

"Bad things are happening too; votes are being bought and in some cases sold," he said.

It's because of some individual’s and the situation imposed on them, said Karzai.

Neighboring countries continue to disrupt the rebuilding process, he said.

"Corruption has become an accepted norm in the day-to-day government business," Karzai said.

Karzai has been married since August 1998 to his wife Ronia Karzai. They have three sons together.

Karzai is mulling over the next step in his career. He's been offered a promotion to a position at the Afghan embassy in Geneva, Switzerland.

"The ball is in my court now and because of my family situation I have to consider," Karzai said.

He urged Highline students to continue with their education.

"Don't lose your line in Highline, stick with education — you'll be the end of the line," Karzai said.
What to do as loans begin to dwindle

Student loans will now be more difficult to obtain and will carry a heavier interest rate. By a vote of 216 to 214, the House of Representatives has approved a bill that will cut $12 billion from student loans and increase rates for those that remain.

Because of this, those who rely upon student loans for their education are going to suffer.

This move is to ostensibly help balance the budget. That’s not necessarily true. It’s a drop in the bucket, a token attempt that will hurt students nationwide. Currently, the budget is at $2.77 trillion, with a projected deficit of $337 billion.

Cutting the budget deficit is a good thing for all kinds of reasons. No one is currently arguing that the United States should continue to spend like a preppy at an Abercrombie & Fitch sale. But this probably isn’t the right place to cut.

If it’s harder and more expensive to get student loans, fewer students will be able to afford college and fewer will therefore attend. That means fewer college graduates — fewer scientists and engineers, fewer artists and musicians, fewer educated teachers and skilled business people.

That doesn’t make America richer in the short or the long run. In the short run, it means a continuing labor shortage in all sorts of high-valued professions. In the long run, that means fewer people with good jobs and more people qualified chiefly to say “welcome to Wal-Mart”! And that means lower tax revenues, and a bigger budget deficit.

As of now it’s already too late to stop it. We will have to live with the consequences. But that doesn’t mean we will have to live under it forever.

The 2006 elections are not so far away. However much those in power may ignore the mandates and best interests of the American people while secure in their position, election season is the one time where they are forced to pander to us, to court us, to make us want to vote for them.

Look at who is responsible for this. How did your member of the U.S. House of Representatives vote on this issue? Among local members of Congress, only U.S. Rep. Dave Reichert, R-8th District -- and he’s up for re-election this year.

Can you honestly, in good conscience, vote for someone who supports legislation that hurts so many and does so little to help?

Public incompetence and apathy needs to end, and people need to realize that our best interests aren’t always being represented. They need to stand up and vote, take action, and make sure everybody else knows why it is important that they vote.

When you are given a voice once more in the upcoming elections, take note of who is running and what they stand for. Look hard at the people who are begging for the privilege to represent you. Ask the hard questions; what do they stand for? What will they do if we grant them the power they seek?

Make an informed decision. You owe it to yourself and those around you to make sure that this does not happen again.

Spending Valentine’s day alone

Valentine’s Day has come once again, and you suddenly find yourself confronted with the terrifying realization that you are indeed very much alone.

Whether you’re an old acquaintance with the concept of having nobody for Valentine’s Day or if this is a shocking and frighteningly new concept, there are many means with which to take your mind off of your current predicament.

Many people find overindulgence to be a good way to take their mind off of their suffering. Use of liberal amounts of either Häagen-Dazs ice cream or beer has been proven to dull the pain and displeasure of being by yourself. Bear in mind that these solutions are not without risk, the Häagen-Dazs can lead to frantic dieting later and the beer can lead to massive hangovers.

If you want a solution less physically traumatic but definitively mentally traumatic, there is always the option of asking out every person of the preferred gender that you see. Who knows? You may just get lucky. Just make sure your ego isn’t particularly frail if you attempt this. Chances are you will be seeing a great deal of rejection.

Those looking for something to bolster their ego instead of destroy it might be interested in the bitter anti-Valentine option. What this tactic consists of is sitting in front of the television or computer all day complaining about how terribly capitulative/over-commercialized/stupid/empty Valentine’s Day is, and how you’re not bitter but people don’t understand you.

Do remember that this option makes you look like you have a large stick lodged in your hindquarters. You may want to stay inside for this.

Also note that this is a wonderful opportunity to meet other people at home by themselves on Valentine’s Day. Who knows, you may find someone just as, if not more bitter than you!

For the more brazen and bit-

ter amongst you, exciting new possibilities are opened. Imagine sitting in the middle of the Student Union or Library full of happy lovers gleefully embracing and making out with each other at every opportunity.

Now imagine yourself in the middle of it with your very best scowl, glaring at each and every one of these couples.

While they will attempt to bore you, everyone in the room will be painfully aware of your presence. This will make most, if not all of the couples extremely uncomfortable, possibly even ruining the special day for them entirely. If you have to suffer, shouldn’t everybody else have to suffer?

These are but a few of the many techniques to be used for coping with a Valentine’s Day spent alone. While these are all good methods, do not be afraid to experiment. Modify, combine, and alter these techniques until they are truly your own.

And above all else, have a happy Valentine’s Day. Or make sure nobody else does.

Austin is lonely and bitter, but he doesn’t want you to take it personally.
Digging deep for art

Highline's Mak Zuljevic ditches a graphics career to take up acting

BY MICHELLE ERICKSEN
STAFF REPORTER

Mak Zuljevic has thrown away one artistic career only to take up another.

Zuljevic, 21, was born in Sarajevo, Bosnia, and lived in a different European countries before moving to the United States in 1998.

"If I had money I would travel all the time," Zuljevic said.

He's been an active member of the Drama Department, and is acting in the Winter Quarter production of The Seagull.

"I had to grow up in five different towns and cities across four countries," Zuljevic said.

"That was a huge thing to overcome."

"Whenever you're a kid you naturally need space, space as in attention and space as in actual physical space you simply need that availability around you."

Zuljevic moved from Bosnia to Italy as a refugee, and finally to the United States, where his family settled.

"Nothing makes a kid grow older when they think they have to censor themselves in some way."

"It wasn't for my mother's admirable strength and belief in a better future I don't know if I'd even live to see this day," Zuljevic said. "If this article was a play she would be the playwright."

Zuljevic graduated from Foster High School before moving on to Highline.

He was originally interested in graphic design, and went to Cornish College of the Arts to get a bachelor's degree in that field after finishing his associate of arts degree.

"While at Highline, I worked for this exact newspaper, balancing my visual tyranny with age-old strict rules and guidelines," Zuljevic said. "It's where I realized that the audience, in this case the reader, must not suffer for your need to visually portray Armageddon day across every newspaper page."

Zuljevic only stayed at Cornish for a year.

"It was one year of hard work but even harder decision making," he said. "By the time the school accepted me, and by the time I was eager to start learning seriously under intense guidance, I met the stage."

It was his last quarter at Highline, and out of curiosity he registered for a beginning acting class.

"Everything that I've witnessed and felt throughout the quarter was strong enough to shake the fundamentals of three years of obsessive work in design," Zuljevic said.

Zuljevic, then 19, said it was a lot to deal with, because the two fields are so far apart from each other.

"My certainty in one (graphics) was so easily taken away and replaced with doubt, fear and a sinister desire to venture into something I could not do at the time and, even worse, could not perceive," he said.

"Thanks to my parents' financial support and their incredible nervous strength I'm able to switch my studies and pursue acting," Zuljevic said.

The reason Zuljevic is still at Highline is because of the Drama Department.

"Highline is lucky to have such a strong drama department, with an admirable facility, large assortment of costumes, design shop and two individuals who are alone responsible for a very motivated and disciplined environment, Rick Long and Dr. Christiana Taylor," said Zuljevic.

"I'm lucky to have discovered acting at Highline under Dr. Christiana Taylor," he said.

Zuljevic prefers to play historical roles.

"Just like to portray historical events and historical figures, and people that are deceased," he said.

History was Zuljevic's favorite subject in school.

"In Italy you spend a whole year studying ancient Roman history, I always enjoyed history," Zuljevic said. "It was one of the few classes I got good grades in. I couldn't wait for class."

Other roles he would like to play are artists and painters. "I would love to play Van Gogh," Zuljevic said. "He was never able to give himself peace."

"I like acting, I hope that someday if I work hard enough I'll be successful," said Zuljevic.

Zuljevic has deep intense eyes, but a smile often curls up at the corner of his mouth.

"I was always attracted to acting when I was a kid, ever since I learned the taste of milk," Zuljevic said. "I was always inclined towards expressive, creative forms."

Forms that stir emotions and evoke something inside us, something that's bigger than reality.

Preparing for every role and or monologue is different for Zuljevic.

"It's just takes a lot of practice and preparation, he said. The only thing he does consistently is prepare his vocals.

Zuljevic says everyday experiences are insignificant compared to the endless emotional moments between exultation and despair.

"Perception slips out of our grip and we are lifted, dropped, pushed, and caressed by the endless and the unexplainable," Zuljevic said. "Knowing this I am inclined towards the extreme. It's not the vulgar, arrogant extreme which nowadays appeals to the younger rebellious generations but an extreme intensity in communicating truth."

Right now Zuljevic is concentrating on getting accepted into a good college.

"I plan to see myself in a school a year from now, because if I don't it will mean another year of planning," he said.

He's been auditioning at several different colleges and just got back from a miserable audition at Julliard, New York.

"It was awful, I couldn't concentrate," Zuljevic said. "The attempt was naive, and the outcome realistic."

"It was a good slap in the face. Whatever the outcome, one has to feel it on his skin and learn. I will have three more auditions by the end of March," he said.

Acting is different for everyone, it depends on what they are looking for, Zuljevic said.

"You have to make the aud-
Amber Johnson has reason to sing

BY ERIC BREAKFIELD  STAFF REPORTER

Nations is the war cry of 24-year-old Amber Johnson, who will be traveling to Austin, Texas to compete in the Music Teachers National Association competition next month.

"It's exciting that I will be singing at a national level," Johnson said while a short grin began to sneak onto her face. She will be competing against six other finalists, each from a different part of the country, on March 12-15.

In order to participate in this national competition each singer must have 11 pieces prepared, be under the age of 30 and have qualified for the final at the two previous events of State and District.

"It's exciting, but it's a little intimidating," Johnson went on. She will be taking her singing professor and coach, Dr. Sandra Glover, and a few members of her family along with her on the trip to Texas. Dr. Glover was also the person who told her that she should get involved in the acting program.

Since she first started her acting career here at Highline, Johnson has learned to incorporate the acting skills she now knows, with the vocal talent she has always had.

"Singing for me is very personal, it's like putting my soul out there," Johnson said.

To help fight the strong emotions that each song can raise, Johnson has developed a character to go along with each song she sings. This way she can envelop herself into her character and pour more emotion into every song, this is what really makes her stand out as more than just another pretty voice.

Her ability to really understand and connect with each character is what has also made her so successful in the drama program here at Highline.

In this quarter's drama production of The Seagull, Johnson will be playing the role of Irina. "She is really interesting to play, her presence is huge," Johnson said. Johnson also said that her goal is to portray Irina as a real person and focus on the characteristics she has that are not so obvious on the surface.

"I want to show her as a person with real emotion, not just a shell," Johnson added.

Since this is her second year at Highline, Johnson will be performing this show with having already known half of the cast. She said she was happy to be working with many of the same people, but is just as excited about working with the new faces as well.

After school Johnson plans to use her vocal and acting talents to make a living. She has already interviewed with other vocational schools and remains optimistic while waiting for the results.

Johnson also says that her family's support has also meant a lot to her. "They have always been very supportive," she said. "They come to all of my concerts and shows."

Along with the current show at Highline and the national competition for Music Teachers National Association, Johnson was nominated for the Irene Ryan Scholarship, run by the Kennedy Center, for her portrayal of Ruth in last fall's performance Book of Days. This competition is on Feb. 20 and she will be preparing two scenes, two contrasting scenes and a monologue.

Johnson will also need to learn a few more songs, as she is set to compete in the National Association of Teachers of Singing competition, in order to compete; Johnson will have to learn seven new pieces as this competition requires a performer to submit 18 songs. This contest is held every two years and is always open to the public, this year it will be hosted here at Highline on Feb. 26.

The Strokes release rockin’ new album

BY KEITH DAIGLE  STAFF REPORTER

From the ashes of Room on Fire emerges The Strokes third album, First Impressions of Earth.

Three years passed in-between Fire and First Impressions, and the first impression of Impressions is that it was well worth the wait.

Coming from New York The Strokes have a sound that is as diverse and fast paced as their hometown.

They are an alternative rock band in the same family as other New York bands such as Interpol and The Bravery.

The CD starts off smooth with a catchy guitar riff, drums and bass following in sync while singer Julian Casablancas croons in the background. It has an up-tempo beat and a sound that is only stopped pedal away from being grunge.

The song You Only Live Once is a gentle introduction to the rest of the album. It is a strong song, definitely one of the best on the CD.

The Strokes walk the fine line between punk rock and emo, sometimes veering to one side or the other but never falling over.

Their sound is too refined to be hardcore punk, but it is not whiny enough to be emo, so it falls into rock genre limbo.

Juicebox explodes with hard driving guitars and Casablancas screaming "Why won't you come over here? We've got a city to love!"

The second song on the album, Juicebox runs where Live Once falls short. While they are very different the emotions that are expressed complement each other.

The Strokes on First Impressions sound like an amped up version of Franz Ferdinand. Of course, more correctly Franz Ferdinand is a watered down version of The Strokes, since The Strokes came first.

The electronic song Ask Me Anything, signals yet another change in musical styles on the CD while remaining together by a common thread the album explores a variety of styles.

Having such varied style on a CD can be dangerous because you run the risk of creating a disjointed and unorganized CD that is hard to listen to.

The Strokes stay close enough to home that the album stays cohesive from start to finish.

The Strokes for the most part owe their unique sound to having two guitar players in their ranks. Nick Valensi and Albert Hammond Jr. (the son of blues guitarist Albert Hammond) play guitar alongside Casablancas, bass player Nikolai Fraiture and drummer Fab Moretti.

The second guitar is most noticeable in Table in a Cage. It adds an extra dimension to the music, fullness to their sound.

The Strokes choose subtly instead of aggression in their music; something that suits them well. Rather than hitting people over the head with their music, they choose to let it talk for itself.

Eric E. comes to rock Blend

BY ALEX CAHAN  STAFF REPORTER

Eric E. was cooking in the Bistro on Wednesday. Eric E. played his guitar to one of the largest participatory crowds the Blend has seen.

"It was wonderful," said Krista Marie, one of the students in the audience. "He had a good voice and a large repertoire of songs. He took requests the whole time and it wasn't too loud."

Among the songs he performed were Sitting on the Dock of the Bay by Otis Redding to which he whistled at the end, Enchanted on Heaven's Door by Bob Dylan, complete with harmonica, and he rapped MC Hammer's Can't Touch This. He also sang a Louis Armstrong number, with which he made trumpet noises with his mouth.

"I thought it was great," said Eric E. about the show. "The main thing is that people have a good time — that I can see them smiling and see their reactions. The venue is great too — the couches and the comfy chairs — you guys are lucky to have it."

He said that he didn't mind visiting Highline as a regular stop, and would like to thank Team Highline for inviting him to play.

The next Blend artist is Deems Tsutakawa on Feb. 22, 2006. Tsutakawa plays jazz piano.

The Thunderword has an immediate opening for a graphic artist/designer. This is a paid, part-time, on-campus position. Please bring a resume and portfolio to 10-106 to apply. Or e-mail thunderword@highline.edu for more information.
Using the clues, simple arithmetic, and a little logic, place a single digit (0 to 9) in each empty box in the diagram. To help you get started, one digit has been entered in the diagram.

RATIONAL NUMBERS

ACROSS
1. 17-Across minus 16-Across
4. 10-Across minus 15-Down
5. One-half of 14-Across
7. Consecutive digits in ascending order
8. Consecutive digits in descending order
10. Three times 16-Across
11. 12-Down plus 13-Down
13. Consecutive digits in ascending order
14. Four different even digits
15. More than 13-Down
17. One-third of 7-Down

DOWN
2. Same digit repeated
3. The last digit is four times the first digit
4. Sixty more than 17-Across
6. 10-Down minus 8-Across
7. The last digit is the sum of the other digits
9. Two times 1-Across
10. Consecutive digits in ascending order
12. Six hundred more than 9-Down
13. Five times 4-Across
15. Digits of 5-Down reversed

© 2006 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

ASAP

ACROSS
1. High-pitched flute
4. Corpulent
5. Willoughby
10. Villains
14. Periods of time
15. Talent
16. Small buffalo
17. Throw away
18. Sprinter, e.g.
20. Farm dweller
21. Lease
22. Ornamental headdress
23. Baseball hot corner
25. Precipitation
27. Electronic communication
29. Compelled to eat
33. Ointment
34. Persian worker
35. Bass, for one
36. Small child, Var.
37. Zooms
38. Response request
39. Matchless
40. Sidekicks
41. Proportion
42. Soak through
44. Nautical command
45. Donation(s) to the poor
46. Uses a crowbar
48. Extremely angry
51. Umpire's call
52. Written record
55. Basketball strategy: PI.
58. Circus performer
59. Complimentary
60. Concur
61. Inca empire locale
62. 2006, e.g.
63. Garden workers
64. Church area

DOWN
1. Greek cheese
2. Press
3. Pitchman's forte
4. Road curve
5. Bid

6. Flavorless
7. Follows Big or Down
8. Dog's command
9. Make a mistake
10. Dog
11. O'Neill's Christie
12. Fireball
13. Lee
19. New York City
21. Shake up
24. Busy place
25. Bellows
26. Fortifies
27. To bar: Legal
28. Pine Tree State
29. Blase
30. Dead to the world
31. Don't Cruel singer
32. Bus stop
34. Clock
37. Counterfeit
38. Praise enthusiastically
40. 31 D was one
41. Antrak asset
43. Type of substance
46. Card game
47. Shell games
48. Uncertain
49. Uncertain
50. On the Atlantic
51. Hack's customer
53. Boat implement
54. Elmer's, for one
56. Cheerleader's cry
57. Inflated feeling of pride
58. Bade-Baden, for one

CROSSWORD 101

BY ED CANTY

ACROSS
1. High-pitched flute
4. Corpulent
5. Willoughby
10. Villains
14. Periods of time
15. Talent
16. Small buffalo
17. Throw away
18. Sprinter, e.g.
20. Farm dweller
21. Lease
22. Ornamental headdress
23. Baseball hot corner
25. Precipitation
27. Electronic communication
29. Compelled to eat
33. Ointment
34. Persian worker
35. Bass, for one
36. Small child, Var.
37. Zooms
38. Response request
39. Matchless
40. Sidekicks
41. Proportion
42. Soak through
44. Nautical command
45. Donation(s) to the poor
46. Uses a crowbar
48. Extremely angry
51. Umpire's call
52. Written record
55. Basketball strategy: PI.
58. Circus performer
59. Complimentary
60. Concur
61. Inca empire locale
62. 2006, e.g.
63. Garden workers
64. Church area

DOWN
1. Greek cheese
2. Press
3. Pitchman's forte
4. Road curve
5. Bid

6. Flavorless
7. Follows Big or Down
8. Dog's command
9. Make a mistake
10. Dog
11. O'Neill's Christie
12. Fireball
13. Lee
19. New York City
21. Shake up
24. Busy place
25. Bellows
26. Fortifies
27. To bar: Legal
28. Pine Tree State
29. Blase
30. Dead to the world
31. Don't Cruel singer
32. Bus stop
34. Clock
37. Counterfeit
38. Praise enthusiastically
40. 31 D was one
41. Antrak asset
43. Type of substance
46. Card game
47. Shell games
48. Uncertain
49. Uncertain
50. On the Atlantic
51. Hack's customer
53. Boat implement
54. Elmer's, for one
56. Cheerleader's cry
57. Inflated feeling of pride
58. Bade-Baden, for one

QUOTABLE QUOTE

To a quick question, give a slow answer.

* * *

ITALIAN PROVERB

Last week's solution

SAY IT AGAIN

LAW AUG LLOYD
ORAL REEVE EDGE
OILY BADEN BADERN
PACTOR ONSET
TWIRL RIOT
ACOIN LIFTOFFS
TAWNY TAFFY CALL
TRAY REPLAY SCAN
ILLSENCE CLERK
COLLAPSE RATES
ELSE ALAMO
GRASS SLOB BAR
WALLAWALLA WACO
ETUI ALOOF ECHO
NAME NEWS TEEM

THE THUNDERWORD
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Valentine’s Day memories
BY MARK MARAS STAFF REPORTER

From the sweet to the sharp end of Cupid’s arrow, students reflect on memorable Valentine’s Days of years past and what the holiday means to them.

Some students say thoughtfulness and surprises top the list of sweetest Valentine’s Days. “My mother was sick on Valentine’s Day... I was at home taking care of her, so I couldn’t go out with my boyfriend that night. He told me he was fine with it, but that night he surprised me with a bouquet of folded roses and thoughtful gifts. He also brought my mom Tylenol and cough drops,” said Mo McFly.

Other students fall for good, old-fashioned romance. “Some students remember celebrating the holiday with a night on the town. ‘For Valentine’s Day, I rented for my girlfriend and I a PT Cruiser limo. That night we went out to dinner and we saw a movie,’ said Zach Tyge.

For others, a memorable Valentine doesn’t need to be expensive, as long as it’s from the heart. “My boyfriend came home with no source of income and was recently unemployed. On Valentine’s Day, he surprised me with a gift from his heart, which was making tissue papers flowers and giving them to me,” said Melissa Carter. “What I learned from that day was that love doesn’t cost a thing.”

Some couples confuse Valentine’s Day with April Fools’ Day. “My boyfriend and I broke up on Valentine’s Day and then he came back to my house and brought me six dozen roses and a teddy bear. What I found out from him later on that day was that he planned on breaking up with me so he could surprise me with the presents,” said Jessica Jackson.

The best Valentine’s Days can be remembered long after Feb. 14. On the other hand, some students would rather not remember that day. “My boyfriend dumped me on Valentine’s Day. The day I found out that he got my best friend pregnant,” said Erin King.

Other times, the Valentine itself gets swapped. “There’s a guy that I liked and he said he had a present for me, and my best friend got the present instead,” said Julie Timlick.

Or the Valentine isn’t really a Valentine. “On Valentine’s Day, my boyfriend gave me a gold necklace and a gold ring. I didn’t expect him to give me a present as expensive as that. Two weeks later, he asked for the necklace and ring back because he did not buy them himself. Instead, they belonged to his sister,” said Pamela Gonzales.

Some students are alone on Valentine’s Day by choice. “I usually spend my Valentine’s Day alone. I don’t really have anything,” said Chris Ritter.

Other students find themselves unexpectedly alone, but the holiday. Valentine’s Day evokes a spectrum of emotions from love to hate. According to Kerri Jesse: ‘Valentine’s Day sucks.’ “I think Valentine’s Day is a sad excuse to express your love for just one day when people should say ‘I Love You’ every day of the year, not just on one day,” according to Danica Hill.

Some students agree that you don’t always need the love of a girlfriend/boyfriend on Valentine’s Day to feel special. “It’s important to keep your friends close as well as your significant other, because (your friend) can make you feel just as loved as anyone else,” said Justine Noel.

Tips for maintaining a healthy relationship
BY SIMONE SHOW STAFF REPORTER

Highline students Steve Scheide, 20, and Teashah Hill, 19, have been together for eight and a half months and say they have established a solid romantic relationship.

“Sitting close together, shoulder to shoulder and exchanging affectionate glances, Scheide and Hill sat down to talk about their success. ‘There’s very much a comfort level,’ said Scheide. ‘We have a keen sense of honesty with each other... I can’t and don’t want to keep things from her.’”

According to Highline psychology professor Ruth Frickle-following the research of Dr. John Gottman—an ideal relationship like the one Scheide and Hill share has a sense of commitment and trust that develops over time to form a healthy and stable bond.

“A healthy relationship is one which allows both people to grow,” Frickle said.

Since people are constantly growing and changing, there is always something new to observe in them. Therefore, it is crucial to the success of a relationship to monitor these changes.

“You need to keep up with date to your partner,” Frickle said. From learning their hopes and dreams to remembering to put the cap back on the toothpaste, every action of thoughtfulness towards your partner is vital to maintaining a strong relationship.

“What matters are the little things that acknowledge what time,” Manber said to your partner,” Frickle said.

What also matters is taking care to avoid commonly made mistakes. Many people, especially women, tend to start serious discussions with an angry and irritable tone.

Frickle called this a “harsh start up.” It causes the other person to immediately become agitated and defensive. On the other hand, men tend to resist and have great difficulty accepting suggestions from their partner out of fear of losing their power or status within the relationship.

“Men sometimes feel like they’re being ‘whipped’ and pull away,” Frickle said.

The conflicts resulting from these negative tendencies can be divided into two groups of soluble and perpetual conflicts. Solvable conflicts have a solution and are quickly resolved.

Making up only one-third of all conflicts, they tend to be minor disputes over things such as whose turn it is to take out the garbage or forgetting to put the toilet seat down.

Perpetual conflicts are major battles that have the serious potential to break up a relationship. These conflicts can seem insurmountable and tend to cover big issues like the division of labor, communication, and the like.

Despite these unfavorable odds, Frickle says there are other factors to consider that greatly enhance a romantic relationship.

“For girls especially have a tendency to do this,” said Manber.

“They stay in relationships where sometimes they’re treated well, and sometimes they’re not. They stay for those few good moments. Sometimes you get rewarded, sometimes you don’t.”

These types of relationships are very unequal and unhealthy. They can often lead to depression and problems with self-esteem.

“Slot machines don’t pay off each week,” Manber said. “You just never know when those good moments will be.”

Manber then went on to describe what she considers crucial to a healthy relationship according to the research of Dr. Robert Sternberg.

“It’s a triangle theory of emotional intimacy, physical arousal, and a cognitive commitment,” Manber said.

While the importance of each element varies from person to person, the absence of one or more is not healthy.

“While only one of hundreds if not thousands of Highline students in love, Hill and Scheide say they are happy that they have managed to overcome their problems and maintain their relationship over time.”

“How many people get to wake up everyday and kiss their best friend?” Scheide asked.

“We always want to be together,” Hill said.
Speed dating is love in fast forward

Even a short guy needs love. Team Highline’s speed dating session brought all kinds of people together.

While I feared my vertical impairment would be a problem it turned out that I had nothing to worry about.

Speed Dating is dating on steroids. It allows you to cram a month of Friday nights into one after-

noon.

The guys move front-to-back table spending several minutes with each woman before mov-
in- to the next. If you hit it off, then phone numbers may be exchanged, oth-
erwise you hope for better luck at the next table.

Before the speed dating started, the room looked like a middle school dance, the guys all lined up against the wall with their hands in the pockets, the girls anxiously waiting at their tables.

There was a lot of talk of how they were just there for the free food, but it did not fool anyone.

The food was definitely a plus though.

The guys all took a seat across from their first “date” and the speed dating had begun.

I sat down at my first table, shook hands with the woman in front of me. Having no idea what to say, I started from the begin-
ing. “Hi, my name is Keith,” I decided to wait and see where it went from there.

One of the most awkward things in the world has to be making intelligent conversation with someone you have just met.

Understanding that my good looks would only get me so far, I knew I had to say something. So I started ask-
ing questions.

It turned out I was not the only one with this strategy.

A couple of times I was thrown off my groove when my date for the next three min-
utes began asking me questions first.

You ask me to talk about my-
self and I’m lost. It is not that I really mind, I just have an aven-
sion to boring people to tears.

It was interesting watching the different reactions to basi-
cally the same questions. Some people elaborated freely, others took some time to open up.

Anyone who actually talked to me had an interesting story. I was ready to bust out my award-

winning smile and act interested when I would have rather been having a root canal, but I never had to.

Halfway through I ended up sitting next to someone who I had not seen since grade school. We began talking about teachers we’d had and people we knew.

Sadly I left with the same amount of numbers that I went in with.

While true love still eludes me I am still confident that it will find me in time and I remain in no hurry. On that note, if you are a single girl at or above the height of 5’3” feel free to say hi to me if you see me walking on campus.

Unlike his writing, Keith is short and to the point.

Recipe for romance: Cook up some love

Food is the way to a man’s heart—and a woman’s. Soft enough for a woman, tough enough for a man.

To woo your sweetheart on Valentine’s Day there is no bet-

ter way than making them a delicious and sexy meal. Trust me.

Nothing is sexier than a man or woman who can cook.

Let’s try a simple baked chicken breast drizzled with a m-

ic; a colorful green salad; gar-
ic bread; finished with choco-
lace covered fruit and whipped cream.

To prepare, go to your lo-
cal store and purchase the fol-
lowing: two chicken breasts, 8 ounce of apricot preserves, 10 ounce of linguini, one bag of already prepared green salad, one tomato, one carrot, one yellow-

and red pepper, one bottle of vinagrette dressing, already prepared garlic bread in foil, straw-
berries, two bananas, raspberries, cherries one bag of chocolate chips, whip cream, 8 ounce of condensed milk, one bottle of sparkling cider or your choice of wine and a dozen can-
dles of all scents and sizes.

Now that you have your fix-
ings, let’s prepare for the cook-

ing. Turn on music that suits your romantic mood. To cook-

se my sexy food you should feel sexy, Latin Logic

Alicia Mendez

so wash your hands, unbutton your shirt and finally adjust your collar.

Begin by preheating your oven to 350 degrees. Then mar-

iate your uncooked chicken in a bowl with the apricot pre-
serves for an hour stirring every ten minutes for 20 seconds.

In the meantime, dice your tomato, carrot, peppers and slice your bananas. Toss the tomato, carrot and peppers into your green salad in a medium serving bowl and place in the fridge to keep chilled. Place sliced ba-

nana in a bowl and chill in the fridge.

Once your chicken is finished marinating pour the preserves and chicken breast in a baking bowl, cover it, and let it bake in the oven for 45 minutes.

Timing is everything for a scrumptious meal. Time out all of your meal preparation ac-

cooking to your speed. No one wants to eat cooled chicken and stale pasta.

To start the last 15 minutes that your chicken is baking, put your garlic bread (it should stay inside the foil) in the oven to heat up.

Also, put about 5 cups of wa-
ter into a boiling pan and bring to a boil. Once the water is at a boil, pour in the linguini and let it boil for 10 minutes, stirring every two minutes.

To achieve the perfection of el dente, be sure your noodles are not too mushy, and not too hard. A chewy texture and smooth surface should be the outcome.

Once it is fully boiled, drain it, place it in a bowl and add a teaspoon of oil and mix.

By now your chicken, pasta, and garlic bread should be ready. Take out your bread and slice it up in about one inch slices.

If you have a warming oven, put your chicken, pasta, and bread into the warming oven to stay warm. If not, just use your oven on the warm setting.

Do not prepare your dessert until after you have eaten din-
ner. Hardened chocolate isn’t as sexy compared to warm, thick and smooth chocolate.

To prepare your dinner table add all place of your candles on your table. Set out two dinner plates, a small bowl, two wine glasses, two forks, two knives and two spoons atop your nap-
kins.

Set all the prepared food on the table, except the fruit. Al-
low your food to set out long enough to ensure that love is in the air.

Don’t forget to light your candles after the food has been set, and be sure your choice of romantic music is playing in the background.

Once your muse has arrived seat them down at the romantic, enticing table. Dish out all of the food yourself to reinforce all your generous and, most of all, loving work.

Once the main course has been devoured, bring out the anticipated finale, the dessert. Pour 3 ounces of condensed milk into a small pan and slow-
ly bring to a simmer. Add your chocolate chips and hand in hand stir slowly until all chips are melted and silky.

Sway your way to and from the fridge to bring out the fruit for you and yours to delight on.

To go an extra mile, dip and feed a strawberry to your love. If your darling didn’t love you before, they sure as heck will now.

Alicia cries over cooking shows and spilled milk, but not over movies or lack of atten-

...
The only thing standing in the way between the Highline wrestling team and the NJCAA National meet is the Region 18 Tournament. Last year Highline hosted the tournament, and now has passed the torch on. This year host is Southwestern Oregon down in Coos Bay, Ore. The regional meet decides whether or not a wrestler will be participating in the two-day NJCAA national meet in Rochester, Minn. on Feb. 24-25.

The favorite to win the region are the Cardinals of North Idaho.
The six-team field consists of North Idaho, Highline, Southwestern Oregon, Lassen, Clickamas, and Yakima Valley.

Highline will be taking the entire team with them to the regional meet.

"All the guys have a good chance at qualifying," said Assistant Coach John Clemens. "Were optimistic about the possibilities."

"North Idaho would definitely be the team to beat," said Head Coach Scott Norton. "No one can touch them and they will walk through the region."

Representing Highline will be Deshawn Willis at the 125-pound class, Paul Kline in the 133-pound class, Tanner McCoy at the 141-pound class, and Dustin Studer in the 149-pound class.

The coaches will decide whether it will be Michael McKey or Keaton Kelly who Highline's Paul Kline, back, and DeShawn Willis, front, practice for the Regional meet to be held at Southwestern Oregon Saturday Feb. 11.

will represent Highline in the 157-pound class.

Representing Highline in the 165-pound class is Norman Ore. Lionel Ogi will be in the 174-pound class.

In the 184-pound class will be Brad Padgett, while Roy Chambers will be in the 197-weight class, and Raymond Pouney will be in the 285-pound class.

The one thing that North Idaho has on everyone else in the region is experience at the national level.

North Idaho returns several All-Americans to their squad, including Charles Boyko who is the No. 1 ranked wrestler in the nation at the 141-pound class. In order for a wrestler to qualify for the national meet, he must place in the top four in his weight class or be awarded one of nine wildcard entries. "Its tough to say right now, we could take eight or nine guys or none to nationals," said Norton. "Its hard to tell, but North Idaho is the favorites," said Joe Arminas, head wrestling coach for Lassen College. "It all comes down to a lot of variables involving the team."

One thing that is on every coach's mind is keeping their team intact.

"To have 10 solid weight classes is key down the stretch," said Arminas. "Another thing that has to bother coaches is keeping their guys healthy and eligible as well."

While North Idaho is the favorite to win the region again, there are several teams who figure to finish high in the standings as well.

"Clickamas, Southwestern Oregon, and Lassen should battle it out and all are in the race for second place," said Arminas. "Highline has a good squad and could possibly get up into the top five teams."

The regional tournament will be held this Saturday, Feb. 11 in the SWOCC gymnasium with prelim rounds to begin the day.

---

Plans for T-Bird mascot begin to take flight

BY TREVOR KULVI

right now the approval allows Highline to spend up to $6,500 for the costume design.

Then the issue of a costume had been brought up before in the past at earlier meetings, but was put on hold while research was being done to find out what the meaning of Thunderbird actually is.

A key issue that was brought up about the mascot was the fact that Thunderbird is a mystical bird that once lived in the Olympic Mountains," said Kalchick. "It was also a big bird that would swoop down and bring a killer whale back to its nesting grounds to eat. Both the killer whale and Thunderbird were said to have formed the Olympic Mountain range and valley because the whale was trying to get back to the ocean and the thunderbird would always try to bring it back."

With the funding approved, the timetable of getting the costume ready is still up in the air. The time table was originally set for four to six weeks, but it will be a bit longer now because it will need approval by a committee appointed by Kalchick.

Once the costume arrives, it will be used all around campus for events in the athletic department and Spring Fair.

Although the costume was approved, it will not be here in time for the rematch with Green River in basketball on March 4. Highline will be sending the design to the Street Characters company for the purchase of the costume.

According to Street Characters, their list is an extensive one and is growing all the time.

By getting the costume from Street Characters, Highline is assured it will not have to re-place it for a long time.

Street Characters has been known to give its clients a training video and a manual on how to keep the costume in shape.
The women’s basketball team is ready to start planning for the playoffs after a 71-57 win against Tacoma and a 66-51 win over Green River.

The T-Birds are in a three way tie for first place in the NWAACC Western Division with an 8-1 record.

They share the lead with Centralia, who they play on Wednesday, Feb. 15, and Lower Columbia.

"I'm not really thinking about the Centralia game yet, I'm just trying to get through these two games," Head Coach Amber Rowe said. "Unless we lose every game from here on out, we're probably going to go to the playoffs," Coach Rowe said. "But the players understand that that's not enough. We want to have a banner.

Against Green River, Highline led almost the entire game. The loss put Green River at 3-5 in league. Highline was led by Christine Kim with 19 points.

"Christine has been playing well lately," Rowe said. "Her all around game is better and she has picked up her scoring to where it should be.

The T-Birds were hurt before the game against Tacoma by the loss of two players. Olen-thia Dishonan rolled her ankle in practice and Grace Dobson was sick.

The T-Birds won anyway by 14 points, but Rowe said the final score was not accurate.

"It was closer than the final score. We led by 20 at one point, but they were able to cut it back to six. There was definitely a scary moment until we went on a late run.

The T-Birds finally improved their shooting, a problem all season long. After shooting badly for the first half of the season, the team is now more consistent.

"Over the last three games our shooting percentage has been 35, 35, and 42 percent," Rowe said. "We're shooting better progressively as a team, but we're also shooting less three's and getting to the basket more."

However, the team did not play as sharp on defense as they have in the past.

"For the first time all season we turned the ball over more than the other team," Rowe said. "We played frenzied the whole game. We turned the ball over on interior passes a lot. We are seeing good passes, we're just not making them."

One player who has been playing particularly good defense is Natalie Schwindt.

"I put her on their best scorer every game and she still contributes offensively," Rowe said of the freshman guard, who also had 10 points and seven rebounds.

Offensively, the team was led by Marissa Cain with 29 points.

"She did what she should be doing," Rowe said. "We were able to get her the ball in good positions. It helped that she was 2-3 from three point range."

Highline played last place Pierce last night with results unavailable at press time.

Pierce has not done so well this year as they entered the game with a record of 9-9 in league play and an overall record of 1-19.

The Pierce game is of particular importance to Coach Rowe.

"If we win the T-Birds blew a 13 point lead against last place Pierce and lost the division by one game.

"I am going to make sure that does not happen again," Rowe said. "I plan to give each girl a goal. I bought a water bottle and we’ll award it to the player who has the best game.

The team next plays on Saturday, Feb. 11 at home to Grays Harbor. In the teams first meeting Highline won 78-52.

In last year matches with Grays Harbor, Highline swept the season series.

Highline won the first game 79-46 at Grays Harbor then took the rematch 97-65 on Valentine’s Day at home.

Cain succeeds through hard work and motivation

Standing at an intimidating 5-foot-10 inches Marissa Cain dominates.

Marissa Cain, 19 years old, of the Highline Thunderbirds women’s basketball team, owns her position as post. Last season, Cain was first team all-league and the leading scorer for the women’s team.

Despite missing three games this year, Cain is still her teams second leading scorer, averaging 11 points per game with a total of 209 points on the season.

Cain reluctantly began playing when she was 9 years old.

"My mom made me do it," Cain said.

Cain spent her young years watching her brothers Mark, David and Jordan play basketball and it never caught her eye, even though her mother would constantly tell her that she was going to play basketball whether she wanted to or not.

"I'd always have to go watch my brothers and I would just be bored," Cain said.

As rapid as she wrote off basketball, she just as quickly fell in love.

The year Cain began playing was the year the seed of passion was planted. Cain's drive was influenced by NBA center Shaquille O'Neal, the player she tries to model her game after.

"He is the type of player that works hard and he's not in it for the glory," Cain said. "He's a smart player, a team player and he dominates.

"Once basketball was in her system no one could stop her. Cain invested weeks, days, and hours into basketball.

"In high school I used to go to the YMCA every day and shoot all day long," Cain said.

Cain said on the Saturday nights when she was not allowed to go out with friends, she would immediately flee to the gym to practice shooting.

Cain's high school career was spent at Bellarmine Prep where her senior year she was first team and earned the All Narrows League title, voted on by the league's coaches.

Going to an elite high school such as Bellarmine, along with enlisting in basketball tournaments and camps, contributed to Cain's maturing skills.

"My mom's worked real hard to give me opportunities to play," Cain said. "I grew in my basketball skills because my mom was willing to put out money for it."

Cain hopes to further her basketball career at a four-year college.

"I've always had this dream of playing division one basketball," Cain said.

Ideally, Cain said she would enjoy playing Division I basketball in Portland.

"I love the city of Portland, so it would be fun," Cain said. However Cain said she does not want to play professional basketball.

"It's already starting to wear on my body, I would really like to have a career," Cain said. Cain chose Highline as a starting point for her academic career, and has not yet declared a major.

After high school, Cain was drawn to Highline's basketball program.

"I really liked the coaches," Cain said. "I would come to open gym to play and I really liked the girls that were coming in.

Cain earned a starting position her first year at Highline.

"Coach (Amber) Rowe taught me a lot about keeping my head cool and not letting a lot of outside things, like a referee, interfere with my game," Cain said.

Cain said.

"If I ever came to Highline she already had a passion instilled in her for basketball. She said Coach Karen Nadeau encourages her to always be.
Highline bounces back against Gators and Titans

BY GAVIN JOHNSON

The T-Birds men's basketball team beat Green River and Tacoma last week in two hard-fought battles.

Highline took on the Gators at the Thunderdome last Wednesday, defeating them, 79-73. "Going into this game I stressed getting back to the basics. We needed to focus on fundamentals and personal accountability," said Head Coach Che Dawson.

Being led for first in the West Division gave the team some confidence going into this game.

The T-Birds started off hot around the perimeter and at one point hit four in a row from behind the arc. The T-Birds finished the game with an impressive 48 percent from behind the 3-point line.

Going into the locker room ahead at halftime, 39-30, the T-Birds were feeling too comfortable with their nine-point lead.

Green River carried their momentum from the first half into the second half as they went on a 6-3 run to open the second period.

"In the second half our guys were hot, so we had to switch up our defense to keep them off balance," said Coach Dawson.

Green River pulled with in two at 48-46 five minutes into the second half. The T-Birds continued to chip away and gained their first lead midway through the second half, 57-55. From that point on the game turned into a shootout.

Highline's Derrick Webb went down and drilled a three and Green River's Zack Madren answered with a three of his own. The teams continued to go back and forth with neither team showing any sign of backing down.

Toward the end of the game the T-Birds pulled off some key rebounds, and clutch free throws by Mike Doerr to pull ahead for good.

Key players of the game were Doerr with 20 points, Derick Webb with 15 points, Nathan Jackson with 13 points, and Matt Madren with 11 rebounds.

This game closed the first half of the season and clinched a tie for the Valley Cup between the Highline Thunderbirds and the Green River Gators.

Highline started off the second half of the season similar to the way they started and ended the first half.

The T-Birds pulled off an intense win against the Tacoma Titans on Saturday with a final score of 69-68.

Playing at Tacoma was a challenge, because there is a big rivalry between these two teams and it was the Titans head coach, A.C. Mosley Jr.'s first game back from suspension.

"This was a huge win to start off on a good note for the rest of the season. Our men are really starting to gel together and appreciate one another," said Coach Dawson.

Highline's defense managed to shutting Tacoma's key player, Chris Chane, with zero field goals during Saturday's game.

Throughout the game there were a high number of defensive fouls against the T-Birds which gave the Titans a lot of looks from the free throw line. Tacoma ended up shooting a near flawless 17-21 from the line.

Offensively the T-Birds once again had an outstanding performance from outside the arch. Their overall versatility on the court threw the Titans off, and the confusion helped Highline pull away at the end.

With 1:4 seconds left on the clock the Titans had an opportunity to make a winning shot for the win but failed to do so, resulting in a close win for Highline.

Key players of the game were Morris Anderson with 14 points, Jazz Sklyard with 14 points, Webb with 10 points, 7 rebounds.

Results from Wednesday's game against Pierce were unavailable at press time.

The Highline Thunderbirds' next two games will be Saturday, Feb. 11 at home against Grays Harbor at 3 p.m. and Wednesday, Feb. 15 at Centralia 8 p.m.

"The playoffs are in our hands; now it's our job to make it happen," said Coach Dawson.

Fans show their support for T-Birds and Valley Cup

The inaugural Valley Cup game, pitting Highline against Green River, was a success.

Jamie Grossmann

Bench

The stands were filled with a mixture of staff, faculty, and students and the Valley Cup stayed here as both the men's and women's teams were victorious.

The building of a rivalry that is more beneficial than it is harmful is never an easy thing to do.

However, if the first matchup of the rivalry between the T-Birds and Gators showed us anything, it is that there is definitely fan support for both schools.

Staff, faculty, and students were encouraged to wear throwback jerseys and paint their faces. Green River brought 30-plus students and their Gator mascot to cheer on their team.

Highline staff and faculty were encouraged to take in the festivities with a private section reserved for them at the north end of the Pavilion.

Tables were placed end to end and seated 25-30 staff and faculty members.

The tables remained full throughout the majority of both games and at one time it appeared that Professor Laura Manning tried to start the wave.

It fizzled out before it reached the other end, where Economics Professor Bruce Roberts and others were sitting.

The fans who attended the women's game witnessed the Lady T-Birds put together an early 17-point lead and hold on for a 66-51 victory.

"The women were very excited and happy about the crowd of students who were loud during our game," said Coach Dawson.

See Valley Cup, page 13
Cain
Continued from page 11
enthusiastic about playing.
"Coach K. has taught me ev-
every game is a blessing that you get to play and it’s not going
to last forever, so give everything you have," Cain said.
Cain said being tall is a
disadvantage to her defensive
heavy, Coach Damien
Crump has helped her over-
coming.
"Crump has helped us with
keeping really low. He’s really
 cracked down this year," Cain said.
Along with keeping really
low, defensively, Cain admits
she has one big problem.
"I foul. I have this thing
where I don’t like to be at all,
so I foul them," Cain said.

Valley Cup
Continued from page 12
said Amber Rowe, Highline
women’s coach. “It only took
four of them to quiet 40 of them
(Green River fans). They were
a big help.”
In addition Emmanuel and
Aaron Nistrian and Brian
Dottson showed their support
by painting their chest in support
of the Lady T-Birds.
A good majority of the fans
stayed and new fans arrived for
the men’s game.
The T-Bird men held off a
late Gator charge for the 79-73
victory.
The fans saw an exciting fin-
ish as the lead changed hands
twice before the final buzzer
rang. The intensity of the T-Bird
men it made it apparent that they
were feeding off the crowd.
“There is no doubt that the
athletes really enjoyed the sup-
port and loud, lively atmo-
sphere,” said Cain, Highline
men’s coach. “We are
helping to do everything we can to keep this
momentum going.”
The Cove Dawson is looking
to start a new student group
would be in a similar mold as
that of the Cameroon Croissants
of Duke University.
“I would really like to start
up a student group called
the "Thunder,"” said Dawson.
"Get
them jerseys and a license to sit
in a reserved area at all the home
games and be loud and obno-
ious, but respectful of course.”
To see the stands full of fans
supporting our male and female
athletes was both humbling and
exciting. Being a former athlete I ap-
preciate both what the fans
bring to the game and what it
feels like to play in front of a
large crowd.
I say humility because
playing in front of a crowd of
friends, instructors, and stran-
gers is what these athletes have
been working towards.
There is a moment when you
step onto the field of play and
take a look around. You look for
friends, family and any familiar
faces. It is that moment that you
feel a sense of accomplishment,
then you hear the crowd and
as the noise grows louder you
know that it is showtime.
A large crowd can pump up
the athletes and make it so
that they want to give a little more
Effort. As with the 12th man at
Seawolves games it helps to get
the blood pumping and makes
athletes feel as though they have
a fellow player on the field.
As a fan it gives a chance to
release energy, yell and cheer
for friends, classmates, or just
because you enjoy the sport.

Cain
Continued from page 11
Her fierce attitude on the
court also helps Cain.
"I’m big and I’m intimidating,
I adjust people’s shots," Cain
said. “I take a lot of space,
and I’m not easily moved.”
Not only is Cain intimidat-
ing defensively, offensively she
takes charge.
"My best shot is a shot when
I’m not even thinking about,
"Cain said. "When I’m shooting
like it’s second nature, that’s my
best shot.”
However, Cain does not al-
ways follow her instincts. She
said she sometimes holds back
on the court because she does
not want to be a ball hog.
Cain said she admires all her
teammates because they bring
something different to the court;
it is just a matter of putting it all
together.
“When we play as a team we
are a very good team. There
are moments when we are like
‘wow, if we could play like this
for 40 minutes, we’d be unstop-
able,”’ Cain said.
Cain hopes the team will earn
league and NWAACC titles.
During this season, Cain has
had two ankle injuries that have
held her back from playing as
many games as she could. Her
injuries have only fanned her
flame for basketball.
"My goal is to finish out
the rest of the season injury free and
playing my game," Cain said.
Cain is particularly interest-
ed in playing her game against
Centralia.
"I’m looking forward to play-
ing Centralia. They are the only
people that beat us in the league
so far," Cain said. "I plan to fin-
ish the season playing the best I
am capable of playing.”

Scoreboard

Women’s Basketball

Men’s basketball
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Clark
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Scores

Centralia 68, Grays Harbor 46
Lower Columbia 83, Clark 43
Highline 71, Tacoma 57
Highline 66, Green River 51
Lower Col. 63, Centralia 81
Grays Harbor 78, Centralia 73
Lower Columbia 81, Clark 58
Highline 69, Tacomia 68
Highline 79, Green River 73
Lo. Columbia 78, Centralia 58
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Walk in with a W-2, walk out e-filed

By Chandra Smith
Staff Reporter

Taxpayers can now file their 2005 tax return electronically at no charge, thanks to 10 accounting students and the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program.

The accounting students are from Highline, University of Washington-Tacoma, and Central Washington University in a collaborative effort to help the public with their taxes.

"You will be available each Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 1:00-3:15 p.m. in Building 30 room 311 through April 6," said Judy Monahan, IRS spokesperson.

To participate in Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, the accounting students met every Saturday in January for eight-hour long sessions to learn the ins and outs of the income tax return.

The courses were followed by an IRS-issued test that the students had to pass by 70 percent to be eligible to volunteer.

Now, the students are taking what they learned from the course and applying it to as many tax returns as they can.

For Corrine Powell, a Central Washington University accounting student, the chance to join the program is a win-win situation.

"It’s an IRS-sponsored tax course," Corrine Powell said. "We get the training for free, but we don’t charge for our services." 

"The course is a great deal because at H&R Block it can cost a few hundred dollars," she said.

This is Powell’s first year in Volunteer Income Tax Assistance. She wants to become a tax accountant, and volunteers to offer community service.

Another first-year volunteer and Highline student, Lucas Knusten, wishes to gain experience from the tax assistance program. His goal is a four-year degree in accounting.

"My sister got me into it," he said. Knusten’s sister sparked his interest in the program after she helped with taxes last year at Western Washington University.

The reason students such as Jeremy Plank are volunteering is for something other than a resume item. Plank, a Highline graduate, now attends the University of Washington-Tacoma.

"I am getting credit through UW’s accounting program," he said.

Highline’s Accounting Department professor Geoff Turk is facilitating the volunteer tax services.

"I did this when I was in college," Turk said. "Nothing on my resume was highlighted or circled except for Volunteer Income Tax Assistance." 

Jim DeLisa, another Accounting Department professor, has been participating in the program for more than seven years at Highline. He contributes by answering questions the accounting students have.

"I do it to be a part of the accounting department activities," he said.

The volunteers in the program encourage taxpayers to come prepared with any tax forms received in the mail, as well as 1099-Ts, 1099, as well as the social security numbers of family members, social security statements, and last year’s tax return if applicable.

W.A.V.E. Scholarship
Washington Award for Vocational Excellence

The W.A.V.E. scholarship is awarded to students for outstanding achievement in vocational-technical education. Every year, the W.A.V.E. program gives scholarships for six quarters (four semesters) of nition and fees at two and four-year colleges, universities and technical schools in Washington State. Three W.A.V.E. recipients are chosen from each legislative district by the selection committee. Any student currently enrolled in a vocational program by June 30, 2006, is eligible to apply.

Application forms and guidelines are available from Rickiti Reid in Building 9, (206) 878-3710, ext. 3301, or visit the W.A.V.E. homepage at: www.wtb.wa.gov

DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 15, 2006

Two-Year, Full-Ride Scholarship!
Night classes may run later

BY ROBERT FITZGERALD  STAFF REPORTER

Night students at Highline may be up late this spring.

Evening classes may go as late as 10 p.m. next quarter. Highline’s Instructional Cabinet will be deciding within the next two to three weeks whether to enact a new policy, which would push night classes later in the evening, said Dean of Instruction Jeff Wagnitz.

Classes now starting at 4:30 p.m. will begin at 5:15 and go until 7:30 p.m.; classes beginning at 7 p.m. will be pushed to a 7:40 and go as late as 9:30 p.m.

Classes won’t go past 10 p.m. though, said Wagnitz. “Ten is a psychological barrier.”

Despite all of the discussion, Wagnitz pointed out that the plan may not even go into effect. “This is a proposal. We may not change the times at all.”

The proposed change aims to bring in more night students for future quarters. “Our 4:30 classes are not very numerous or well enrolled,” said Wagnitz. “We’re worried it’s too early for working people.”

Working people may be affected negatively by the new change though, said student Jasmin Bosley. “That’s too late. It’s hard for a person to get up the next morning and go to work again.”

Bosley, who is currently taking Chemistry 122 Tuesday and Thursday evenings, said that if she had been offered the later classes this quarter, she may not have taken it. “I would have tried to work something else out,” she said.

Math Professor Joe Wilcox believes that students such as Bosley should be considered in the Instructional Cabinet’s decision.

“I think the people who really matter are the students,” he said. Wilcox alluded to possible conflicts with having a later start time, such as rush hour traffic.

Wilcox also stressed that students’ schedules should be considered in the decision, not necessarily teachers: “It probably wouldn’t impact me a lot,” he said. “I usually stick around my office after my [evening] class.”

Students’ schedules, he said, may not be as flexible. “A lot of our evening students work full time or have families,” he said.

For student Alan Doyle, family is what will be keeping him out of the changed evening classes next quarter. “It’s too late,” he said. “I have kids.”

Freshmen now admitted to UW branches

BY ROSIE MEYER  STAFF REPORTER

The University of Washington branch campuses at Bothell and Tacoma will start admitting freshmen and sophomores next fall.

However, officials at those colleges that won’t limit the number of students who transfer there from community colleges. The UW’s Tacoma and Bothell branches have the primary focus of serving transfers, undergraduates, and graduate students, said Elaine Kraft, director of public relations and communications at University of Washington-Bothell.

“The addition of freshmen represents a significant change for a campus that has traditionally served only transfer and graduate students,” University of Washington Interim Chancellor Steven G. Osowag said in a press release.

The University of Washington branch campuses originally were created to accept transfer students from community colleges, after a state board proposed them in 1986, responding to the state’s growing population and high enrollment at existing four-year schools. The schools opened in 1990.

In 1998, when the University of Washington-Bothell was first opened for students, only 155 juniors and seniors were enrolled.

In 2005 1,620 students were enrolled, with 830 of these students attending full time.

Beginning in fall 2006, University of Washington-Bothell and UW-Tacoma each will have openings for 125 freshmen and sophomores, which will be new enrollments in addition to transfer students.

The state Legislature said in January that though the number of students on campus will be going up, the number of transfers accepted will not go down.

UW-Bothell officials say that 52 percent of slots will be reserved for transfer students.

Kraft said that the two schools offer a variety of majors for all students, including business, interdisciplinary arts and sciences, computer sciences and software, environmental sciences and teacher certification, and graduate programs such as a master’s degree in business administration.

Photo by Alicia Mendez

Chris Knapp studying in his night class, History 112. Night classes could start later in spring.

Tutoring Center

- Specializing in turning good students into better students
- Sign up for FREE tutoring in:
  - Accounting
  - Science
  - Writing
  - Math
  - and most other classes offered at Highline

Building 26  Room 319

Mon - Thurs............8:00AM -7:30PM
Fri.......................8:00AM -12:30PM, 2PM -4PM

T-word ads! Now with more B vitamins. e-mail thunderword@highline.edu for more information
Minimum wage bills pile up in Olympia
BY CHANDRA J. SMITH STAFF REPORTER

Several minimum wage reform bills have been introduced to the Legislature this year. As some work in out-of-state, Washington lawmakers hope to improve the state economy by retaining low-income service jobs.

The minimum wage has been under the spotlight since the approval of Initiative 688 in 1998. I-688 raised the state minimum wage to $5.70 in 1999, and again to $6.50 in 2000. In addition, the initiative allowed for the state minimum wage to be reviewed annually for a cost of living increase.

Washington's minimum wage rate is currently $7.63 as of Jan. 1. The national minimum wage is $5.15. Washington has the highest minimum wage in the nation, while Kansas has the lowest at $2.65.

House Bills 1788-1790, sponsored last year by State Rep. Cary Condon, R-East Wenatchee, would change how the minimum wage cost-of-living increase is calculated; limit wage hikes in years of low employment; and put a cap on the minimum wage of 125 percent of the national average, or $7.35, whichever is higher.

Senate Bill 6734 calls for minimum wage to be indefinetly frozen at the current rate instead of rising with the cost of living. The bill, sponsored by State Sen. Linda Evans Parlette, R-Wenatchee, was introduced Jan. 19.

SB 6734 also suggests that the Washington State Institute for Public Policy should conduct a study to examine what happens when the state minimum wage is increased.

The study would take a close look at topics such as the average amount of time as employees with being paid minimum wage, comparing the effects of minimum wage increases in other states, the relationship between minimum wage and the unemployment rate in certain industries, and the rate public benefits are used by low-income workers.

Last year, a similar bill, Substitute SB 5551 passed in the Senate but not the House. The study was never commissioned.

Sen. Parlette said the bill she is sponsoring exists "to call attention to the issue. Minimum wages were never meant to be a sustainable income."

"We need to stop talking about anecdotes and focus on what's real," she said. "The proper way is through a study."